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The Art of Flow

The Barefoot Facilitator reflecting on the
theme for this year "Flow" and how it played
out during 2020

Working Virtually

Seven things we have learnt about virtual
facilitation

Small Acts - Big change

This year saw the exciting launch of The
Nyuki Fund and Crosby I Care both initiatives
of The Barefoot Facilitator to give back to the
community 

Our Highlights

Get a flavour of  some of our work this year

The Barefoot
Facilitator- Reflecting
on 2020

ON THE COVER

The graphic on the cover,
an iteration of the
messiness of life, no clear
path but there is a beauty
in flowing with the
current

HEARTFELT GRATITUDE TO ALL THE PEOPLE AND ORGANIZATIONS THAT WE WORKED WITH IN 2020. 

Rehana

The Barefoot Facilitator 
@RehanaTBF 

rehana@thebarefootfacili
tator.co.za



THE ART OF FLOW

In November 2019 our company retreat and strategy session left us with the theme of flow. Little
did we know that 2020 would bring circumstances that would allow us to practice flow in the most
extraordinary of ways.

2020 opened on a high note for The Barefoot Facilitator, with facilitation assignments in Msunduzi
and the launch of Citopoly in Nelson Mandela Bay both assignments for South African Cities
Network. Amidst preparations for the Gauteng launch of Citopoly – President Ramaphosa
announced the state of disaster.

A distinctive part of our in-person offering is to keep technology out of the room as much as
possible. Suddenly, we were confronted with the need to pivot our business to a virtual offering.
Having two young, dynamic and creative women in the team – Faheemah Moosajee and
Noluthando Mthimkulu made all the difference. We quickly created a “Virtually Barefoot" offering
challenging ourselves to stay true to some of the foundational elements our work:  deep
connection, authentic conversation, creativity and fun – amidst a global pandemic? We researched,
we looked into suggestions made by others and found Mural – a virtual whiteboard that was to
become a hallmark of our work in 2020. 

Each team member was dealing with a lot on the personal front - Faheemah’s wedding plans had to
be transitioned to virtual with no clarity as to when she could be with her husband in Norway.
Thando lost a dear friend early in the pandemic and we all knew someone who had lost a loved one
to Covid 19. Determined to continue to serve our clients with Soul, Heart, Head and Hands we
decided to go with the flow….

Elsewhere in this publication you can get a flavour of the type of work the team were able to
produce together. It has been a year of learning, creativity, tears have flowed un-ashamedly and
butterflies and bees descended on one of our planning sessions! 

We have felt incredibly grateful to have work and theopportunity to use work to make love
manifest. Our work has spanned issues of economic recovery, partnerships and solidarity,
communication, systems change, walking and cycling, informal trading and transformation of
built environment. It has been a year of learning and growth, like a river flowing, taking on the
shape of the land, encountering obstacles and finding ways around them. 
It has been a source of joy to continue to support community-based initiatives and non-profit
organisations whose mission and values resonate with our own. 
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By Rehana
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The flow of resources to our fledgling
company enabled us to share with others.
The birth of The Nyuki Fund and Crosby I
Care meant that we have helped some on
the doorstep of our home office but the
flow of abundance has also gone to people
we have never met and seeded initiatives
that have taken on a life of their own. 2020
has given us the opportunity to practice
many of the issues that we deal with
theoretically as part of our facilitation.

Flow has meant we have had to soften and
surrender to the circumstances. As
humanity collectively waits for the next
turn in the saga of life, we are deeply
grateful for people we have met, the things
we have learnt and the opportunities that
this unprecedented year has brought us. A
year in which the power of breath, the
inter-connectedness of all things and the
need to embrace this moment was
amplified.

Faheemah left for Norway, Noluthando was
appointed to a new position at NBI and we
met Izz Mlambo. Our configuration as a
company keeps shifting, but at our source
remains our desire to serve people, planet
and place and our commitment to creativity
and connection. 

Thank you for being part of our journey to
date. Every person we meet and work with
touches us. If your path crossed ours this
year – thank you for shaping us.

We look forward to 2021 and the
opportunity to bring peace, love and light to
all we do.



HIGHLIGHTS
2020



CLICK HERE

CLICK HERE SOUTH AFRICAN CITIES NETWORK
A variety of assignments with South African Cities Network that spanned
communications, focus on collective healing and Amandla What Happened
To Awethu?  Hosting sessions at urban festival and feeling deeply
connected to practitioners albeit virtually

UBER
Offering advisory services to the Public Policy team at UBER SA including the
partnership with NISAA to sensitize driver partners on issues of gender and
safety

C40 CLIMATE FINANCE FACILITY - NMT

Appointed by C40 CFF to facilitate six technical sessions and a
virtual indaba using a heads, hearts and hands approach to grow
the walking and cycling footprint in South African cities

PUBLIC SPACE TRADING GUIDELINES
Supporting the project team working on SALGA's
guidelines for municipalities to better support informal
traders

PARTNERING FOR INCLUSIVE GROWTH
 Part of the team appointed by City Support Program to
work with cities on better partnering to ensure a more
inclusive economy 

PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM
Assisted the team in the Presidency to facilitate
feedback on a Public Employment Program

FUTURE OF TRANSPORT
Part of the team working on a subsidy policy for public
transport in South Africa

FACILITATION WORK
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https://www.c40cff.org/news-and-events/growing-the-walking-and-cycling-footprint-in-tshwane-indaba-day-2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hzKJBd_0kJE&feature=youtu.be
https://www.c40cff.org/news-and-events/growing-the-walking-and-cycling-footprint-in-tshwane-indaba-day-2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hzKJBd_0kJE&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hzKJBd_0kJE&feature=youtu.be
https://www.c40cff.org/news-and-events/growing-the-walking-and-cycling-footprint-in-tshwane-indaba-day-2


CLICK HERE

CO-SPACE
Arranged a visit to expose colleagues to practical ways of
supporting entrepreneurs consciously

NYUKI FUND
Sharing money earned with individuals and
community structures in the midst of a global
pandemic

CROSBY I CARE

An initiative to practice the theory of development where our
home office is located

ITDP AND PLAY AFRICA
Serving as a board member on two impactful NPOs

LITERATURE REVIEWS 
Support to community literature projects . Launch of
"Tween Tales" and reviews of "Lockdown behind the
Mask"and "The Cursed Touch" 

COMMUNITY OUTREACH
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CLICK HERE

https://thebarefootfacilitator.co.za/peek-into-our-work/
https://thebarefootfacilitator.co.za/consciously-thriving-in-the-city-with-co-space/
https://thebarefootfacilitator.co.za/consciously-thriving-in-the-city-with-co-space/


MOBILIZE VIRTUAL SUMMIT 2020
Requested to moderate a panel at Mobilize 2020 virtual summit that focused on
"Dismantling Racist Practices in Mobility”

ITDP AFRICA
Invited to provide a keynote input for Rethinking Public Transport: Increasing
Accessibility through Resilient and Inclusive Bus Operations

UBER TECH FOR SAFETY SUMMIT
Moderating a session at the Uber tech for safety
summit focusing on tech for safety in the new normal.

AUTHENTIC CONVERSATIONS AND CITIES
WITH DEEP HUMAN CONNECTION
Invited to be a guest on the podcast series

INVITATIONS TO
MODERATE OR  SPEAK
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CLICK HERE

CLICK HERE

CLICK HERE

CLICK HERE

https://youtu.be/JSbHMfEchJ8
https://thebarefootfacilitator.co.za/rehana-was-a-moderator-at-mobilize-2020/
https://africa.itdp.org/event/rethinking-public-transport-increasing-access-through-resilient-and-inclusive-bus-operations/
https://www.uber.com/en-ZA/blog/ubers-tech-for-safety-summit-is-back/
https://youtu.be/JSbHMfEchJ8
https://africa.itdp.org/event/rethinking-public-transport-increasing-access-through-resilient-and-inclusive-bus-operations/
https://thebarefootfacilitator.co.za/peek-into-our-work/
https://africa.itdp.org/event/rethinking-public-transport-increasing-access-through-resilient-and-inclusive-bus-operations/
https://thebarefootfacilitator.co.za/rehana-was-a-moderator-at-mobilize-2020/
https://africa.itdp.org/event/rethinking-public-transport-increasing-access-through-resilient-and-inclusive-bus-operations/
https://www.uber.com/en-ZA/blog/ubers-tech-for-safety-summit-is-back/
https://africa.itdp.org/event/rethinking-public-transport-increasing-access-through-resilient-and-inclusive-bus-operations/
https://youtu.be/JSbHMfEchJ8


THE NYUKI  FUND:
CROSBY I  CARE 

On Tuesday 29 September, a simple
handover of a soccer ball to a group of
young boys and their “coaches” marked the
kickoff of Crosby- I Care. An initiative aimed
at taking small steps to improve the
neighborhood where The Barefoot
Facilitator home-office is based.

During lockdown Rehana decided to
establish The Nyuki Fund. Nyuki – which is
a Swahili word for bees, is intended to
promote productivity, collaboration and
support of initiatives and actions that lead to
common good.The first project that was
initiated was the park clean up. Two
residents of Slovo Park an informal
settlement bordering Crosby and
Coronationville have an opportunity to earn
a stipend for assisting with the cleaning. 
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Image: Football couches in their
Crosby I Care gear



“It’s pointless always complaining and
doing nothing,” said Rehana. For a
while now, the park has looked
unkempt and provides no dignity for
people who use it as a thoroughfare or
recreational space. The Barefoot
Facilitator paid to have a few things
repaired and the park is now being
cleaned on a daily basis. “It’s fantastic
to go out early in the morning and listen
to the birds, get fresh air and see a few
people using the park for jogging,
exercising or conscious breathing,” said
Rehana.

Late afternoons see groups of young
boys from Slovo Informal Settlement
showcasing their soccer prowess. 

Crosby- I Care is intended to keep
supporting initiatives which see us as
residents take ownership of our spaces
and restore pride in our area. People
constantly move, looking for better
areas- when we should create better
spaces where we live.Seeing the sparkle
in the eyes of the “coaches” and boys is
motivating me to think about additional
ways to be useful in supporting
community development initiatives.
Crosby – I Care is committed to
encouraging community members
working together to improve our
area.Covid19 has amplified the ongoing
inequality and poverty which each of us
can do something about.  SMALL ACTS -  BIG CHANGE |  10

On Saturday 31 October Crosby I Care volunteers
took 5 children from Slovopark Informal
Settlement to join the PlayAfrica Science Event in
Brixton.

Crosby I Care and the Nyuki fund received
generous unsolicited donations from Kayla
Brown and Zaheera Jina.Their generosity
enabled us to get the team branded gear. The
embroidery on the T-Shirts was done by
Schoolwear Specialists – a small family owned
and run business in Brixton. We hope that
seeing Crosby I Care volunteers in their T-Shirts
and caps will inspire everyone to care for each
other, the environment and our neighborhood.

“HANDING OVER A NEW
SOCCER BALL – MAY FEEL LIKE
A SMALL THING, BUT I AM
HOPING THAT IT’S KICKING
OFF A NEW GAME – THAT OF
CARING ABOUT PEOPLE,
PLACE AND PLANET.



Sometimes it’s difficult to find the positive
elements of life when the world is in so much
pain and suffering. My one appeasement was that
I got to work with The Barefoot Facilitator, doing
our best to play our role in understanding the
plight of the pandemic on South Africans and
making a difference in the work and
engagements that could take place during this
time. The year has needed a lot of compassion
and it felt like we were a team that brought that in
the spaces we worked.

This year, I am especially grateful for the
opportunity to serve the built environment
community in such a holistic way

Being part of The Barefoot Facilitator family has
been incredibly amazing. 

The projects I'm involved with are such a great
learning experience about people's livelihoods
at the coalface of our economy and society,
and why inclusivity matters so much. I look
forward to a 2021 of discovery with this family.

MEMBERS OF THE
TEAM THAT
ALLOWED US TO
DO GREAT WORK
THIS YEAR

This year has been full of change, a constant
avalanche of newness. The Barefoot Facilitator
has been my grounding force through all of it. 
It has been a comfort and a joy to be part of a
supporting and transformative community of
passionate change makers. I end this year
inspired and excited to play a part in the fresh
and inclusive work this team fosters. 

I feel really grateful for working with the energy
of a team that put so much love and care into our
work in this period of uncertainty and change!

N O L U T H A N D O  M T H I M K U L U

I Z Z  M L A M B O

F A H E E M A H  M O O S A J E E

R E H A N A  M O O S A J E E

11|  OUR TEAM
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THINGS WE HAVE LEARNT
ABOUT VIRTUAL
FACILITATION

It's been a new experience as we
ventured virtually this year. With
many challenges that 2020 created,
it was also an opportunity to learn,
expand our offering and learn to
connect deeply no matter the
circumstances. 

CREATE AN EXPERIENCE1

Create memories not just a call. Using resources

that would have been put into in person meetings

allows for a way to create an experience using local

businesses. The BEITT Virtual Festival delivered

Fear and Power jars filled with snacks, notebooks

and a candle to all their members before the

festival kicked off. 

COMBINE VISUAL INTO VIRTUAL2

Humans are visual creatures, take out the in person

connection and the visuals are even more

important. This year we had fun creating icons, gifs,

videos, posters, photo collages, news

announcements and graphic timelines to make

information easy and engaging!

VIRTUAL WHITEBOARD3
Planning for virtual engagement is FUN!  

EXISTING IN THE VIRTUAL4

Virtual work just cannot replace in person, but we

have learnt to flow with what is and try to create a

space we can exist in together. Creating bitmojis

together has been one of the ways we can exist in

a virtual space collectively. Using whatsapp groups

to share images and journal entries allowed us to

stay connected.

CREATE AN ATMOSPHERE5

Your engagement starts long before your

participants land up in your waiting room.

Build excitement for them with creative

virtual invitations. We used a "How will you

arrive?" GIF on Growing the NMT Footprint in

South Africa. The BEITT created excitement

for their vitual festival using a calendar of run

up activities like Posting your Power Outfit on

their whatsapp group

DANCE, JOURNAL, DRAW,
EMBODY

6

We don't always have to be talking! We have

found much benefit comes from internal

reflection while we are on a call together.

Allow participants to reflect while on a call.

Do a body break yoga session together.

Dance together to the same song. Let us not

forget self care and self expression. 

HAVE FUN WITH IT 7

Speaking of creating visual engagements- we used

Mural as an aid in our virtual offering allowing for

real time collaboration and capturing of

information from our meetings 

7



LOOKING FORWARD TO ENTER 2021 IN PEACE LIGHT AND LOVE


